Download Author's Purpose Sorting Activity
Students read a book. Next, choose an Author’s Purpose Card that tells why the author wrote the text. Then,
discuss reasons why the author wrote the text in that way. Other resources to use with this Author's Purpose
Sorting Activity. If you are using this activity, your students are probably learning about author's purpose.
How to teach Author's Purpose. Using Authors Purpose Picture Sorting Activity, students identify the reasons
an author gives to support points in a text.
For an independent activity...sorting titles to show the author's purpose. Author's Purpose Sort . My favorite
activity is this writing lesson: I gave each of the students some goldfish crackers. Then, I put strips of paper in a
bag that said inform, entertain, or persuade. The students had to pull a strip of paper out of the bag. They wrote
a story about the goldfish crackers that went along ...
Resource Pack This resource is part of the Comprehension Strategy Teaching Resource Pack - Author's
Purpose. Download this resource and 9 other resources in the complete pack.
Teaching author's purpose? Use this sorting activity at your literacy center/station, as whole group or small
group, tutoring, early finishers, in a game format and more to assess whether your students understand the
reason an author writes something.
This activity can be printed and used to reinforce students' understanding of author's purpose. Directions are
included in the file for printing and usage. This activity is perfect for small group guided reading, as a center, in
cooperative groups, or for independent practice.
During this group activity, students will identify an author’s purpose in a variety of short texts. They will have
to choose whether each text persuades, informs, or entertains the reader. They will have to choose whether each
text persuades, informs, or entertains the reader.
Author's Purpose Sort I am loving the cool PIE finds from Pinterest, it's helping my students so much with our
study of author's purpose. I wanted to give them a little bit of a review of some information from other subjects
and a chance to put their knowledge of PIE into practice, so I made this author's purpose sorting activity.
Using Why Was it Written Author's Purpose Activity, students identify if the author wrote a text in order to
answer, explain, or describe.
Author’s Purpose Worksheet 3 – Thirteen problems to help your students better understand the author’s purpose
in a variety of texts. From comic books to directions to the mall, this activity sheet will get your students
thinking.
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